Summer 2012 in FIJI

Bio 299 (4 credits)
Jean-Michel Cousteau’s Ambassador of the Environment Program in collaboration with NOVA.
Study Environmental Science Across the Curriculum using the coral reefs and rain forests of Fiji as your classroom.
Great for students that enjoy experiential learning.
Excellent professional development opportunity.
Can be taken for Academic Credit or Continuing Education Credit

Dr. Richard Murphy of Jean-Michel Cousteau’s Ambassador of the Environment and Professor Jill Caporale of NOVA will explore Environmental Science and the state of the oceans in this unique field course.

Dates: in Fiji July 12 – 24 (plus a pre and post trip meeting and travel)
Estimated Cost: $2500 plus air and tuition (may vary due to number of students). For additional information go to www.nvcc.edu/home/jcaporale or contact Jill Caporale jcaporale@nvcc.edu